Our Moon Has Blood Clots Free
Getting the books Our Moon Has Blood Clots Free now is not type of inspiring means. You could not solitary going with ebook amassing or library
or borrowing from your links to entrance them. This is an totally easy means to specifically get lead by on-line. This online pronouncement Our Moon
Has Blood Clots Free can be one of the options to accompany you past having additional time.
It will not waste your time. take on me, the e-book will totally way of being you additional situation to read. Just invest little era to entre this on-line
publication Our Moon Has Blood Clots Free as without difficulty as evaluation them wherever you are now.

suspenseful storytelling makes for a powerful, gripping read.
Three Thousand Stitches - Sudha Murty 2017-07-14
So often, it's the simplest acts of courage that touch the lives of others.
Sudha Murty-through the exceptional work of the Infosys Foundation as
well as through her own youth, family life and travels-encounters many
such stories . . . and she tells them here in her characteristically cleareyed, warm-hearted way. She talks candidly about the meaningful impact
of her work in the devadasi community, her trials and tribulations as the
only female student in her engineering college and the unexpected and
inspiring consequences of her father's kindness. From the quiet joy of
discovering the reach of Indian cinema and the origins of Indian
vegetables to the shallowness of judging others based on appearances,
these are everyday struggles and victories, large and small. Unmasking
both the beauty and ugliness of human nature, each of the real-life
stories in this collection is reflective of a life lived with grace.
The Kashmiri Storyteller - Ruskin Bond 2011-07-09
As darkness falls outside; and the chill sets in; Javed Khan pulls at his
hookah and begins his stories... When Kamal and his friends gather at
Javed Khan’s Kashmiri shop at Landour bazaar; he enthralls them with
his stories—of princes and kings; fairies and magical animals; supermen
and cunning traders. Come; sit around the fire with Kamal; Shashi; Anil;
Madhu and Vijay while they listen to Javed Khan’s stories of the monkey
bride; the man who got swallowed by a mosquito; the bent-up double
beggar who angered a ghost; and many other tales from Kashmir and
beyond. In this brilliantly illustrated collection; Ruskin Bond brings alive
unforgettable folktales from the misty hills of Kashmir that will delight
and enchant his followers both young and old
Blood Moons Rising - Mark Hitchcock 2014
Examines what the Bible says about the last days and whether the four
blood moons that will occur during two significant Jewish festivals in
2014 and 2015 fit into the prophecy found in scripture.
Kashmiri Life Narratives - Rakhshan Rizwan 2020-04-19
Kashmiri Life Narratives takes as its central focus writings -- memoirs,
non-fictional and fictional Bildungsromane -- published circa 2008 by
Kashmiris/Indians living in the Valley of Kashmir, India or in the
diaspora. It offers a new perspective on these works by analyzing them
within the framework of human rights discourse and advocacy.
Literature has been an important medium for promoting the rights of
marginalized Kashmiri subjects within Indian-occupied Kashmir and that
it has been successful in putting Kashmir back on the global map and in
shifting discussion about Kashmir from the political board rooms to the
international English-language book market. In discussing human rights
advocacy through literature, this book also effects a radical change of
perspective by highlighting positive rights (to enjoy certain things)
rather than negative ones (to be spared certain things). Kashmiri life
narratives deploy a language of pleasure rather than of physical pain to
represent the state of having and losing rights.
The Plague Year - Lawrence Wright 2021-06-08
From the Pulitzer Prize–winning author of The Looming Tower, and the
pandemic novel The End of October: an unprecedented, momentous
account of Covid-19—its origins, its wide-ranging repercussions, and the
ongoing global fight to contain it "A book of panoramic breadth ...
managing to surprise us about even those episodes we … thought we
knew well … [With] lively exchanges about spike proteins and
nonpharmaceutical interventions and disease waves, Wright’s
storytelling dexterity makes all this come alive.” —The New York Times
Book Review From the fateful first moments of the outbreak in China to
the storming of the U.S. Capitol to the extraordinary vaccine rollout,
Lawrence Wright’s The Plague Year tells the story of Covid-19 in
authoritative, galvanizing detail and with the full drama of events on
both a global and intimate scale, illuminating the medical, economic,
political, and social ramifications of the pandemic. Wright takes us inside
the CDC, where a first round of faulty test kits lost America precious

Multiple Flavours of Kashmiri Pandit Cuisine - Annapurna Chak
2015-01-13
When Kashmiri Pandits congregate, the conversation invariably veers
towards food where recipes are discussed but some secrets also
withheld. A favourite dish is invariably best cooked by someone in each
family. Some families moved out of Kashmir over two hundred years back
and settled in Lahore, Delhi, UP, etc. Their cuisine incorporated aspects
of Awadhi cooking and differed from similar recipes of the valley. This
book highlights this particular cuisine and includes many traditional
dishes and also some that would surprise everyone. Keeme ki Barfi and
Zaminkand ke Shahi Tukre will just add the extra sparkle to any chefs
repertoire while the traditional Shufta and Kabargah will instantly make
any Kashmiri Pandits mouth water. The collection of recipes is a treasure
trove from Annapurnas own experience and from knowledge handed
down from generations in the family. Each recipe has her special flavour
and tried and tested over the years. The reader gets a window into the
Kashmiri Pandit cuisine with the added benefit of being able to try them
out with simple instructions and useful tips. The book, amongst other
recipes, includes both vegetarian and nonvegetarian dishes, some special
rice recipes, a low-calorie section, and something for those with a sweet
tooth.
Blood on the Moon - Edward Steers 2005-10-21
Blood on the Moon examines the evidence, myths, and lies surrounding
the political assassination that dramatically altered the course of
American history. Was John Wilkes Booth a crazed loner acting out of
revenge, or was he the key player in a wide conspiracy aimed at
removing the one man who had crushed the Confederacy's dream of
independence? Edward Steers Jr. crafts an intimate, engaging narrative
of the events leading to Lincoln's death and the political, judicial, and
cultural aftermaths of his assassination.
Kashmir at the Crossroads - Sumantra Bose 2021
An authoritative, fresh, and vividly written account of the Kashmir
conflict--from 1947 to the present The India-Pakistan dispute over
Kashmir is one of the world's incendiary conflicts. Since 1990, at least
60,000 people have been killed--insurgents, civilians, and military and
police personnel. In 2019, the conflict entered a dangerous new phase.
India's Hindu nationalist government, under Narendra Modi, repealed
Indian-administered Jammu and Kashmir's autonomous status and
divided it into two territories subject to New Delhi's direct rule. The
drastic move was accompanied by mass arrests and lengthy suspension
of mobile and internet services. In this definitive account, Sumantra Bose
examines the conflict in Kashmir from its origins to the present volatile
juncture. He explores the global context of the current situation,
including China's growing role, as well as the human tragedy of the
people caught in the bitter dispute. Drawing on three decades of field
experience in Kashmir, Bose asks whether a compromise settlement is
still possible given the ascendancy of Hindu nationalism in India and the
complex geopolitical context.
The Tree with a Thousand Apples - Sanchit Gupta 2016-11-15
Inspired by true events, this riveting narrative traces the lives of Safeena
Malik, Deewan Bhat and Bilal Ahanagar, three childhood friends who
grow up in an atmosphere of peace and amity in Srinagar, Kashmir, until
the night of 20 January 1990 changes it all. While Deewan is forced to
flee from his home, Safeena’s mother becomes ‘collateral damage’ and
Bilal has to embrace a wretched life of poverty and fear. The place they
called paradise becomes a battleground and their friendship struggles
when fate forces them to choose sides against their will. Twenty years
later destiny brings them to a crossroads again, when they no longer
know what is right and what is wrong. While both compassion and
injustice have the power to transform lives, will the three friends now
choose to become sinful criminals or pacifist saints?The Tree with a
Thousand Apples is a universal story of cultures, belongingness, revenge
and atonement. The stylized layered format, fast-paced narration and
our-moon-has-blood-clots-free
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time . . . inside the halls of the White House, where Deputy National
Security Adviser Matthew Pottinger’s early alarm about the virus was
met with confounding and drastically costly skepticism . . . into a Covid
ward in a Charlottesville hospital, with an idealistic young woman doctor
from the town of Little Africa, South Carolina . . . into the precincts of
prediction specialists at Goldman Sachs . . . into Broadway’s darkened
theaters and Austin’s struggling music venues . . . inside the human
body, diving deep into the science of how the virus and vaccines
function—with an eye-opening detour into the history of vaccination and
of the modern anti-vaccination movement. And in this full accounting,
Wright makes clear that the medical professionals around the country
who’ve risked their lives to fight the virus reveal and embody an America
in all its vulnerability, courage, and potential. In turns steely-eyed,
sympathetic, infuriated, unexpectedly comical, and always precise,
Lawrence Wright is a formidable guide, slicing through the dense fog of
misinformation to give us a 360-degree portrait of the catastrophe we
thought we knew.
GLEANINGS IN EXODUS - Arthur W. Pink 2015-11-30
Historically, the book of Exodus treats of the deliverance of Israel from
Egypt; but viewed doctrinally, it deals with redemption. Just as the first
book of the Bible teaches that God elects unto salvation, so the second
instructs us how God saves, namely, by redemption. Redemption, then, is
the dominant subject of Exodus. Following this, we are shown what we
are redeemed for-worship, and this characterizes Leviticus, where we
learn of the holy requirements of God and the gracious provisions He has
made to meet these. In Numbers we have the walk and warfare of the
wilderness, where we have a typical representation of our experiences as
we pass through this scene of sin and trial-our repeated and excuseless
failures, and God's long-sufferance and faithfulness.
The Absent State - Neelesh Misra 2012-03-12
The spiralling crisis in Jammu and Kashmir; the Naxalite-Maoist menace
that seems to be intensifying with every passing day; the disturbing
reach of proxy governments run by militant groups in Manipur and
Nagaland ? today, a quarter of India is being held hostage by violence
and anarchy. What has pushed the country, which has otherwise held
together through seemingly insurmountable odds in the past, to the
edge? Who and what is responsible for the state of affairs as it stands
today? In a series of dispatches from the epicentres of what they call the
country?s `battle zones?, Neelesh Misra and Rahul Pandita unveil the
tensions, frustrations and heartbreaks, and the challenges and
justifications, that are everyday realities in these troubled regions. Civil
administrators talk about the widespread misappropriation of
development funds in tribal and remote areas; security and police
personnel describe extreme confrontations in the face of inadequate
training and equipment; rebel ranks and former insurgents reveal how
unemployment, lack of education and rampant exploitation have fuelled
their defiance against the establishment and encouraged secessionist
activities; self-styled vigilantes assert their need to provide what they
consider `security? and `justice? in areas that have seen little of either.
And, at the heart of the on-going turmoil, ordinary people mourn the loss
of their loved ones ? to starvation, lack of healthcare facilities and
militancy ? even as they voice their demand to be heard. The stories are
many; the cast varied. Yet, collectively, they present an alarming picture
of systemic failure on the part of the Indian state. A potent reminder of
the mistakes that the government of India cannot afford to repeat, The
Absent State is a work of great significance ? an essential read for
anyone who wants to make sense of the tumult of our times.
Hello Bastar - Pandita, Rahul 2011
Hello Bastar is the inside story of the current Maoist movement in India
Paradise at War - Radha Kumar 2018

a way to look for solutions that are not merely reflective but practical,
using tools extracted from management studies such as game theory. A
radical approach that throws open a new window of inquiry to resolve an
age-old issue!
The Last Queen of Kashmir: Kota Rani - Rakesh K Kaul 2020-10
The Lover Boy of Bahawalpur - RAHUL. PANDITA 2021
A Long Dream of Home - Siddhartha Gigoo 2016-10-18
Twenty-five years ago, in the winter of 1990, about four hundred
thousand Pandits of Kashmir were forced to leave Kashmir, their
homeland, to save their lives when militancy erupted there. Even today,
they continue to live as 'internally displaced migrants' in their own
country. While most Kashmiri Pandits have now carved a niche for
themselves in different parts of India, several thousands are still
languishing in migrant camps in and around Jammu. The stories of their
struggles and plight have remained untold for years. The authors of the
memoirs in this anthology belong to four generations. Those who were
born and brought up in Kashmir, and fled while they were in their forties
and fifties; those who lingered on in their homes in Kashmir despite the
threat to their lives; those who got displaced in their teens; and those
who were born in migrant camps in exile. These narratives explore
several aspects of the history, cultural identity and existence of the
Kashmiri Pandits.These are untold narratives about the persecution of
Pandits in Kashmir during the advent of militancy in 1989, the killings
and kidnappings, loss of homeland, uprootedness, camp-life, struggle,
survival, alienation and an ardent yearning to return to their land. These
are stories about the re-discovery of their past, their ancestry, culture,
and roots and moorings.
Kashmir - Arundhati Roy 2011-10-24
Kashmir is one of the most protracted and bloody occupations in the
world—and one of the most ignored. Under an Indian military rule that,
at half a million strong, exceeds the total number of US forces in Iraq
and Afghanistan, freedom of speech is non-existent, and human- rights
abuses and atrocities are routinely visited on its Muslim-majority
population. In the last two decades alone, over seventy thousand people
have died. Ignored by its own corrupt politicians, abandoned by Pakistan
and the West, which refuses to bring pressure to bear on its regional ally,
India, the Kashmiri people’s ongoing quest for justice and selfdetermination continues to be brutally suppressed. Exploring the causes
and consequences of the occupation, Kashmir: The Case for Freedom is a
passionate call for the end of occupation, and for the right of selfdetermination for the Kashmiri people.
Devil's Advocate - Karan Thapar 2018-07-30
Sometime in the late summer of 1976, Sanjay Gandhi asked if I wanted to
go flying with him... After first attempting to teach Karan Thapar to fly
(not very successfully) Sanjay Gandhi took the controls and performed a
series of aerobatics, not particularly dangerous but nonetheless thrilling.
Once they were further away from Delhi, he became even more daring.
Suddenly, he decided to scare the farmers working in the fields below by
aiming the aircraft straight at them. As he dived down, they scattered
and ran, fearing for their lives. At the last moment, Sanjay pulled up
dramatically and waved at the bewildered farmers, clearly chuffed with
the whole performance. The manoeuvre required nerves of steel and
tremendous self-confidence, both of which Sanjay possessed in plenty.In
Devil's Advocate, Karan dives deep into his life to come up with many
such moments. Included here are stories of warm and lasting friendships,
such as with Benazir Bhutto, whom he met while he was an
undergraduate. He also talks about his long association with Aung San
Suu Kyi and Rajiv Gandhi. However, not all friendships lasted--for
example, with L.K. Advani, with whom he shared a close bond until an
unfortunate disagreement over an interview caused a falling-out.The
tension generated during an interview has spilled over off-screen
multiple times, and Karan discusses these incidents in detail. For
instance, when Amitabh Bachchan lost his cool during a post-interview
lunch or when Kapil Dev cried like a baby. And there's the untold story of
two of his most controversial interviews--with Jayalalithaa and Narendra
Modi. While Jayalalithaa laughed it off later, the after-effects of Modi's
infamous walkout have grown worse with time. Riveting and fast-paced,
Devil's Advocate is as no-holds-barred as any of Karan Thapar's
interviews.
The Odyssey Of Kashmiri Pandits - Dr. M.L.BHAT 2018-04-02
This book The Odyssey of Kashmiri Pandits presents the pathetic life of
Kashmiri Pandits in exile. The Mass Exodus from their homes in the year
1990, have left them as refugees in their own country. The original

Kashmir - Ashok Dhar 2019
Stories of the trauma and betrayal faced by Kashmiris have been told,
the events retraced and analysis offered. And yet, one of the most longstanding disputes in India's post-Independence history remains
unsettled. If it were up to Lal Ded, a Sufi poet, she would offer the most
difficult solution so far-to look within. Kashmir As I See It, a personal
journey interspersed with geopolitical analysis, is not only about the
state but also about the voice that yearns to be home again. Ashok Dhar
slowly and carefully uncovers multiple layers of the conflict to show that
apart from being a territorial dispute, it is also about historicity, morality
and leadership-aspects that have been neglected so far. He holds that
looking merely at the legality of the state's accession is like looking at an
iceberg; peace will not come if we have not examined what Kashmiriyat
is. This rigorously researched and passionately honest account shows us
our-moon-has-blood-clots-free
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inhabitants of Kashmir, scattered all over the world, are now haunted by
nostalgia of Paradise on Earth. They were hounded out, after inflicting
taunts, physical abuse, miseries, loot, and selective killing. The exiled
community hopes to go back to their home land some day. What could
have been the reasons for all these miseries? Were the killers caught?
Kashmir, the Untold Story - Humra Quraishi 2004
On the socio-economic conditions of Jammu and Kashmir as a result of
political turmoil.
Veterinary Herbal Medicine - Susan G. Wynn 2006-11-29
This full-color reference offers practical, evidence-based guidance on
using more than 120 medicinal plants, including how to formulate herbal
remedies to treat common disease conditions. A body-systems based
review explores herbal medicine in context, offering information on
toxicology, drug interactions, quality control, and other key topics. More
than 120 herbal monographs provide quick access to information on the
historical use of the herb in humans and animals, supporting studies, and
dosing information. Includes special dosing, pharmacokinetics, and
regulatory considerations when using herbs for horses and farm animals.
Expanded pharmacology and toxicology chapters provide thorough
information on the chemical basis of herbal medicine. Explores the
evolutionary relationship between plants and mammals, which is the
basis for understanding the unique physiologic effects of herbs. Includes
a body systems review of herbal remedies for common disease conditions
in both large and small animals. Discusses special considerations for the
scientific research of herbs, including complex and individualized
interventions that may require special design and nontraditional outcome
goals.
Understanding Kashmir and Kashmiris - Christopher Snedden 2015
Examines the strategic and historical circumstances surrounding the
British creation and handing over of the Princely State of Jammu and
Kashmir, the Maharaja's accession to India, and the unintended
consequences of these actions.
Rare Earth - Peter D. Ward 2007-05-08
What determines whether complex life will arise on a planet, or even any
life at all? Questions such as these are investigated in this
groundbreaking book. In doing so, the authors synthesize information
from astronomy, biology, and paleontology, and apply it to what we know
about the rise of life on Earth and to what could possibly happen
elsewhere in the universe. Everyone who has been thrilled by the recent
discoveries of extrasolar planets and the indications of life on Mars and
the Jovian moon Europa will be fascinated by Rare Earth, and its
implications for those who look to the heavens for companionship.
Our Moon Has Blood Clots - Rahul Pandita 2017-10-29
Rahul Pandita was fourteen years old when he was forced to leave his
home in Srinagar along with his family. They were Kashmiri Pandits-the
Hindu minority within a Muslim-majority Kashmir that was by 1990
becoming increasingly agitated with the cries of 'Azaadi' from India. Our
Moon Has Blood Clots is the story of Kashmir, in which hundreds of
thousands of Pandits were tortured, killed and forced to leave their
homes by Islamist militants, and forced to spend the rest of their lives in
exile in their own country. Pandita has written a deeply personal,
powerful and unforgettable story of history, home and loss.
Curfewed Night - Basharat Peer 2011-11-20
Basharat Peer was a teenager when the separatist movement exploded in
Kashmir in 1989. Over the following years countless young men, seduced
by the romance of the militant, fuelled by feelings of injustice, crossed
over the Line of Control to train in Pakistani army camps. Peer was sent
off to boarding school in Aligarh to keep out of trouble. He finished
college and became a journalist in Delhi. But Kashmir—angrier, more
violent, more hopeless—was never far away. In 2003, the young
journalist left his job and returned to his homeland to search out the
stories and the people which had haunted him. In Curfewed Night he
draws a harrowing portrait of Kashmir and its people. Here are stories of
a young man’s initiation into a Pakistani training camp; a mother who
watches her son forced to hold an exploding bomb; a poet who finds
religion when his entire family is killed. Of politicians living in
refurbished torture chambers and former militants dreaming of
discotheques; of idyllic villages rigged with landmines, temples which
have become army bunkers, and ancient sufi shrines decapitated in bomb
blasts. And here is finally the old story of the return home—and the
discovery that there may not be any redemption in it. Lyrical, spare,
gutwrenching and intimate, Curfewed Night is a stunning book and an
unforgettable portrait of Kashmir in war.
Righteous Republic - Ananya Vajpeyi 2012-10-31
What India’s founders derived from Western political traditions is widely
our-moon-has-blood-clots-free

understood. Less well-known is how India’s own rich knowledge
traditions of 2,500 years influenced these men. Vajpeyi furnishes this
missing account, showing how five founders turned to classical texts to
fashion an original sense of Indian selfhood.
On Trauma and Traumatic Memory - Bootheina Majoul 2017-06-23
On Trauma and Traumatic Memory focuses on the role of writing to
preserve memories, to excavate traumas and to heal the ever-present
scars of the past. The first part of the book focuses on trauma recalled
through films, fiction and documentaries. The second chapter is devoted
to analysing trauma in fiction, while the third deals with trauma in
poetry. The topic of trauma is of interest to scholars across the globe,
both students and professors, and is taught in almost all universities.
This volume gathers research papers from different universities around
the world, including India, Italy, Tunisia and the USA.
No Exit from Pakistan - Daniel S. Markey 2013-10-07
This book tells the story of the tragic and often tormented relationship
between the United States and Pakistan. Pakistan's internal troubles
have already threatened U.S. security and international peace, and
Pakistan's rapidly growing population, nuclear arsenal, and relationships
with China and India will continue to force it upon America's
geostrategic map in new and important ways over the coming decades.
This book explores the main trends in Pakistani society that will help
determine its future; traces the wellsprings of Pakistani anti-American
sentiment through the history of U.S.-Pakistan relations from 1947 to
2001; assesses how Washington made and implemented policies
regarding Pakistan since the terrorist attacks on the United States on
September 11, 2001; and analyzes how regional dynamics, especially the
rise of China, will likely shape U.S.-Pakistan relations. It concludes with
three options for future U.S. strategy, described as defensive insulation,
military-first cooperation, and comprehensive cooperation. The book
explains how Washington can prepare for the worst, aim for the best, and
avoid past mistakes.
Bihar Diaries - Amit Lodha 2018-07-18
Bihar Diaries narrates the thrilling account of how Amit Lodha arrested
Vijay Samrat, one of Bihar's most feared ganglords, notorious for
extortion, kidnapping and the massacre of scores of people. The book
follows the adrenaline-fuelled chase across three states during Amit's
tenure as superintendent of police of Shekhpura, a sleepy mofussil town
in Bihar. How does Amit navigate between his professional challenges
and conquer his demons? What does he do when the ganglord comes
after his family? Bihar Diaries captures vividly the battle of nerves
between a dreaded outlaw and a young, urbane IPS officer.
Who Killed Shastri? - Vivek Agnihotri 2020-08-28
It was the time of the Cold War. After defeating Pakistan in the second
biggest armed conflict since the Second World War, Indian Prime
Minister Lal Bahadur Shastri arrived in Tashkent, former USSR, to sign a
peace accord. After days of extended negotiations, the peace agreement
was signed between India and Pakistan in the presence of Alexei
Kosygin, the USSR Premier. Hours later, at 1.32 AM, Shastri died in his
dacha. Abruptly. Mysteriously. Soon after, his official Russian butler and
the Indian cook attached to the Indian ambassador were arrested by the
Ninth Directorate of the KGB under the suspicion of poisoning Shastri.
No post-mortem was done. No confession was achieved. There was no
judicial enquiry ever. It's been 50 years since his death, and we still don't
know the truth. Was it really a heart attack? Was he poisoned? Did the
CIA kill him? Was it the KGB? Was it a state-sponsored murder? Vivek
Ranjan Agnihotri along with his motley team of inexperienced assistants
turned whistle-blowers investigate the mystery behind Shastri's death
and find themselves in a mirror-world where all and everybody is
suspect. But they cannot remain distant, for the painful story of India
touches their own lives as they discover how the country was put up for
sale.
The Kashmir That Was - Avanti Sopory 2022-01-31
What happens when you close your eyes? Does your mind get inundated
by fond memories?Certainly! Over the past many years, my family has
been bearing with my flashback moments. They have been kind by not
bundling me off. They stay clear-off my territory when I collapse my
eyelids.‘The Kashmir That Was’ is a collection of those flashback
moments. It is a point where the unseen, unheard and unimagined sides
of Kashmir converge; to let the people in the world know that Kashmir
was far more than what they know of her now.Kashmir was a cauldron of
modernity, philosophy, spirituality, rich culture and progressiveness.
Each story in this book is a page from the simple lives that Kashmiri’s
lived, many moons ago. I wish that these stories bring smiles and joyous
nostalgia to the readers.
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Do You Remember Kunan Poshpora? - Essar Batool 2016-09-10
On a cold February night in 1991, a group of soldiers and officers of the
Indian Army pushed their way into two villages in Kashmir, seeking out
militants assumed to be hiding there. They pulled the men out of their
homes and subjected many to torture, and the women to rape. According
to village accounts, as many as 31 women were raped. Twenty-one years
later, in 2012, the rape and murder of a young medical student in Delhi
galvanized a protest movement so widespread and deep that it reached
all corners of the world. In Kashmir, a group of young women, all in their
twenties, were inspired to re-open the Kunan-Poshpora case, to revisit
their history and to look at what had happened to the survivors of the
1991 mass rape. Through personal accounts of their journey, this book
examines questions of justice, of stigma, of the responsibility of the state,
and of the long-term impact of trauma.
Gunning for the Godman - Ajay Lamba 2020-09-05
SOON TO BE A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE.Notorious godman Asaram
Bapu, aka Asumal Sirumalani Harpalani, serves life imprisonment in the
Central Jail Jodhpur. He was convicted for the rape of a minor and also
has murder charges against him.Gunning for the Godman is the no-holdsbarred, first-hand account of how Ajay Lamba, then DCP Jodhpur (West),
landed the case and got a team of dedicated officers together. It is the
story of how, foiling the Baba's many attempts to get away scot-free, they
arrested him in a matter of only ten days, and how they assiduously saw
the victim and her family through a four-year long trial. This, despite the
countless threats to not only the girl and her family, but also to DCP
Lamba's own family and team.A testimony to unrelenting courage, this
story of a dynamic police officer's pursuit of justice is a lesson for these
troubled times.*** DISCLAIMER: As on the date of publication of this
book, the appeal of Sanchita Gupta@Shilpi against the order of
conviction passed by the Special Court (POCSO) Jodhpur, is pending
before the Hon'ble Rajasthan High Court. The sentence awarded to
Sanchita Gupta@Shilpi has been suspended during the pendency of the
appeal.
Culture and Political History of Kashmir: Ancient Kashmir - Prithivi Nath
Kaul Bamzai 1994
The Lost Rebellion - Manoj Joshi 1999
The Lost Rebellion is an acclaimed classic on the rise of Kashmir
militancy, which chronicles how a simple call for azadi by bands of
disgruntled youth was transformed within a year into a full-scale jihad
against India. It dwells at length on Pakistan's proxy war against India,
exposes the US position on Kashmir and unsparingly critiques the
political bungling and bureaucratic ineptitude that hamstrung the fight
against insurgency. This updated edition includes an insightful foreword
by Amitabh Mattoo, a new introduction and a detailed aftermath chapter
on what has transpired in the new millennium. Manoj Joshi reveals that
although violence has come down drastically, there has been no closure
to the nearly three-decade-old conflict. The alienation of the Kashmiris
has, if anything, grown and is now manifesting itself in violent civil
protest. Raw, compelling and meticulously researched, The Lost
Rebellion is a riveting account of the human drama that lies at the heart
of the crisis that is Kashmir.
Kashmir: Its Aborigines and Their Exodus - Colonel Tej K Tikoo
Exodus of Kashmiri Pandits from Kashmir in 1989 was their seventh such
exodus since the arrival of Islam in Kashmir in the fourteenth century.
This was precipitated by the outbreak of Pakistan-sponsored insurgency
across Kashmir Valley in 1989. The radical Islamists targeted Pandits - a
minuscule community in Muslim dominated society creating enormous
fear, panic and grave sense of insecurity. In the face of ruthless atrocities
inflicted on them, the Pandits’ sole concern was ensuring their own
physical safety and their resolve not to convert to Islam. Over 350,000
Kashmiri Pandits were forced to flee en masse leaving their home and
hearth. This was the single largest forced displacement of people of a
particular ethnicity after partition of India. Pandits’ travails did not end
with the exodus. The obstructive and intimidating attitude of the State
administration towards the Pandit refugees made their post-exodus
existence even more miserable. The Government at the Centre too
remained indifferent to their plight. This book traces the Pandits’
economic and political marginalization in the State over the past six
decades and covers in detail the events that led to their eventual exodus.
In the light of ethnic cleansing of Pandits from the Valley, the book also
examines some critical issues so crucial to India’s survival as a multicultural, liberal and secular democracy.
Our Moon Has Blood Clots - Rahul Pandita 2017
"Rahul Pandita was fourteen years old when he was forced to leave his
our-moon-has-blood-clots-free
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home in Srinagar along with his family, who were Kashmiri Pandits: the
Hindu minority within a Muslim-majority Kashmir that was by 1990
becoming increasingly agitated with the cries of 'Azaadi' [freedom] from
India. The heartbreaking story of Kashmir has so far been told mainly
through the prism of the brutality of the Indian security forces, the proindependence demands of Muslim separatists or India and Pakistan's
rivalry. But there is another part of the story that has remained
unrecorded and buried. Our Moon Has Blood Clots is the untold chapter
in the story of Kashmir, in which hundreds of thousands of Kashmiri
Pandits were tortured, killed and forced to leave their homes by Islamist
militants, and to spend the rest of their lives in exile in their own
country. Rahul Pandita has written a deeply personal, powerful and
unforgettable story of history, home and loss."--Page 4 of cover.
Hindus of Kashmir - A Genocide Forgotten - Bansi Pandit 2020-12-26
The present-day Kashmir valley, according to Nilmat Purana, the sixth
century Sanskrit Classic, was a large lake called Satisar surrounded by
gigantic snow-peaked mountains. Geological findings confirm that the
Valley was once submerged underwater. There is a tradition that the lake
was drained by an ascetic, named Kashyapa Rishi (sage) by cutting the
gap in the hills at Baramulla (Varaha-mula). Hence the reclaimed land
was called Kashyap Mar. In the people's language over a while, Kashyap
Mar became 'Kashmir, ' the present name of the Valley.The Hindus of
Kashmir Valley, popularly known as Kashmiri Pandits, are the aboriginal
people of the Valley. Their ancestors (Saraswat Brahmins) settled in the
Valley over five thousand years ago after the original lake was drained
and the land became habitable. The Valley inhabitants were principally
Hindus until the 14th century when Islamists entered the Valley and
began converting Hindus to Islam. Seven mass exoduses of Kashmiri
Pandits from the Valley have occurred in the past 600 years. In the
mid-1980s, the Islamist radicals, with the help of the local Muslim
majority, began a militarized crusade to Islamize the Valley. Throughout
the summer of 1989, armed radical Islamists intensified their jihad in
Azadi's name (freedom) to Islamize the Valley. Explosive and
inflammatory speeches broadcast from the loudspeakers installed on the
mosques became frequent. Thousands of audio cassettes, carrying
similar propaganda, were played all over the Valley to instill fear into the
already frightened Kashmiri Pandit community. There were open calls for
the establishment of an Islamic order. Various Islamist groups like Jamati-Islami and its militant wing Hizbul Mujahedeen, women's wing
Dukhtaran-i-Millat, Jamiat-ul-Mujahideen, Allah Tigers, Jamiatul-Ulemmi
Islam, etc. proclaimed the objective of their struggle as Islamization of
the Kashmir valley and its merger with Pakistan. The Islamic extremists
launched a malicious campaign against the Kashmiri Pandits through
sermons in mosques and via the local Urdu newspapers by publishing
materials derogatory to Pandits and by denigrating their history,
customs, and traditions, with an object of spreading hatred and
disinformation about this ancient indigenous community amongst the
ordinary Muslim masses in the Valley. On January 4, 1990, a local Urdu
newspaper, Aftab, published a press release issued by Hizb-ulMujahideen, asking all Pandits to leave the Valley immediately. Another
ultimatum was given to the minority Pandit community through the local
press on April 14, 1990, asking them to leave the Valley within two days
or face death. This announcement was published in a popular local
newspaper Alsafa, Srinagar, on April 14, 1990. These warnings were
followed by Kalashnikov-wielding masked Jehadis carrying out militarytype exercises openly. The elimination of the entire Pandit community
was deemed necessary to rid the Valley of its un-Islamic elements. To
achieve their goal, Islamists began a campaign of killing Hindus in cold
blood. From late 1989 to mid-1990, over 1000 Hindus were massacred - a
genocide forgotten. The Hindus' atrocities led to the exodus of the entire
Hindu population from the Valley to Jammu and other cities in India.
Over 350,000 Pandits became refugees in their own country and are still
waiting to return to their homeland. The account given here is an
abridged description of the ethnic cleansing and the subsequent exodus
of Kashmiri Pandits from the Kashmir Valley in 1989-90, who became
refugees in their own country. Not only has this human tragedy been
forgotten by the world community, but a campaign of disinformation
coupled with misguided and misinformed narrative has been perpetuated
for years by Pakistan, Muslims, and the media. The author, whose family
has been a victim of this human catastrophe, hopes that this text sets the
record straight for future generations of the uprooted Pandits.
From Home to House - A Gigoo 2015-01-14
A moving portrait of a community reduced to being tourists in their own
homeland.It has been twenty-five years since around 3.5 lakh Kashmiri
Pandits were uprooted from their homes in the Kashmir valley due to
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militancy and changed circumstances. Many of them had to face the
ignominy of living in tents, then in one-room tenements or flats, as
refugees in their own country. They felt let down by both the state and
central governments and by Indian society as a whole -- as well as by the
Muslims of the valley. There was to be no going back for them.From
Home to House is an anthology of short stories, essays and writings by
Kashmiri Pandits in exile, vividly bringing out their nostalgia for
Kashmir, their sense of betrayal, their attempts to pick up the pieces and
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carve a new life for themselves. These are the reflections of a lost and
scattered people in what for them is an alien land. The writings show
both their vulnerability -- their helplessness as they see their culture and
way of life getting eroded -- and their resilience -- as the younger
generation of Pandits spreads its wings and builds a whole new life for
itself. This anthology holds a mirror to the troubled valley of Kashmir, a
mirror from which the reflection of a section of its population is now
missing.
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